
the daily 

BY: LYNDSEY KUSTER 



Thank you so much for 
downloading this Daily 5 

Resource Packet. Before using 
these materials, be sure to grab 

your own copy of the book 
written by the amazing Sisters.  

 
I hope you and your students 
find these resources helpful!  

 
 
 

The Daily 5 and CAFE are trademark and copy written 
content of Educational Design, LLC dba The 2 Sisters. 

Educational Design, LLC dba The 2 Sisters does not authorize 
or endorse these materials. 
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Daily Five Recording Sheet  
 

Name of Student:  



I love I PICK! For this cute 
sign, just print the two pages, 
laminate, trim, and then tape 

them together. You can add a 
pretty bow at the top for a little 

extra flair!  
 

The I PICK and Reading Buddy 
bookmarks are great to keep in 

each child’s book bin.  











What makes a good fit book? 
Teaching students all about the “just 
right book” or “a good fit” book is 
tricky. As a whole class, have your 
students match up the description to 

the shoe. Afterwards ask them: 
“Would a snow boot be a good fit 
for a ballerina?” Have your class 

explain why or why not. Then, make 
the connection to what makes a 

“good fit” book. Many fantastic ideas 
about this topic are described in The 

Daily Five!  
 
  













I wear these 
shoes when I go 
to dance class.  

When I go to P.E. 
class, I wear 
these shoes.  



I wear these 
while I’m on my 

horse.   

My mom wears 
these when she 
goes out to a 

fancy restaurant.  



I wear these 
when I’m 

wearing my 
pajamas.  

I wear these while 
I’m building a 

snowman.  



Slippers 

High Heels 



Cowboy 
Boots 

Winter  
Boots 



Sneakers 

Ballet  
Slippers 



After teaching your students all 
about what a “good fit” book is, 
you can introduce them to 3 

Ways to Read a Book. This poster 
is a great visual to have up in 

your classroom. I provided you 
with two size options. One option 
is the size of a regular sheet of 
paper. The other option is larger 
(four sheets of paper). All you 
have to do is print, laminate, cut, 

and tape! 
 
  













These Daily Five posters 
are perfect for displaying at 
different locations around 
your classroom or on a 
bulletin board. I provided 
you with two different 

“Listen to Reading” options. 
 

I also provided mini-rotation 
cards.   

 
Enjoy!  

















cat 
sat 
mat 

 

rat 
fat 
bat 

 



















 

These little Mr. Check In’s 
are perfect for Read to 
Someone. You can print 
them as they are or 

make them into a fun (and 
easy) craft!  



Copy onto cardstock. 
Cut. Place in each child’s 
book bin or in a location 
that is easily accessible 
for Read to Someone.  



Make Mr. Check In into a 
fun craft! Copy onto 

LIGHT colored cardstock. 
Cut. Then, glue the eyes on. 
Super fun and easy-peasy! 
Or, give each little guy a 
googly eye or two.   





 

My students LOVED 
completing this simple and 
fun organizer last year 
after reading a book. It 
was a fun and motivating 
way for them to revisit 

the text.  



is  
{book title} 

Characters Setting Problem Solution 



bravo! 
Please check out the following 
sites where my graphics and 

fonts came from. They are 
amazing. Thank you!  

 
 
 

Fonts by Cara Carroll 

http://www.kevinandamanda.com/fonts/fontsforpeas


Thank you so much for 
downloading this freebie! I will be 
happy to answer any questions 
or concerns you have regarding 

this packet. 
 

Please e-mail me at 
lyndseykuster@gmail.com 

 
 

a big thanks 

Visit My Blog 
HERE!   

“Like” Me On 
Facebook HERE!   

mailto:lyndseykuster@gmail.com
http://ayearofmanyfirsts.blogspot.com/
creeksideteachertales.blogspot.com
https://www.facebook.com/ayearofmanyfirsts
https://www.facebook.com/CreeksideTeacherTales

